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1. Introduction
Trade monitoring of energy spot markets presents a
challenge. Spot markets generate significantly more
data compared to forward/future markets; but more
concerningly the data generated does not always
seem to fit the abuse pattern analysis that has been
developed and which works well for forward/future
markets. Application of the same mechanisms to spot
markets tend to create an unmanageably large results
set, which require manual investigation. ‘Turning down
the volume’ by reducing the sensitivity of the existing
algorithms treats the symptoms but begs the question:
by reducing the noise, have we overlooked the signal?
And if so, how might the algorithms be modified to
better address the detection of abusive patterns of
behaviour in spot market data?
In this white paper we provide a short introduction to
spot markets, we then present a simple data analysis
of spot and forward contract trading behaviour, from
which certain fundamental characteristics of spot and
forward/futures markets in general are posited. A short
commentary is then presented on the main abuse
patterns considered relevant to monitoring in energy
markets, in the light of the posited characteristics of
the two types of market. In the conclusion a ‘call to
arms’ is made to interested parties to participate in
and contribute to an industry debate around the
appropriate treatment of energy spot markets in
automated trade monitoring.

2. Energy Spot Markets
Energy spot markets in electricity and natural gas are,
for the purpose of analysis, considered to be those
markets where the traded contracts are for delivery
during the current day or for the next (calendar) day.

schedule of the volumes and associated unit prices
at which they are willing to buy and sell electricity
in each delivery interval during the entire trading
period covered by the auction. The auction platform
calculates and publishes the results (see Figure 1 How
Day Ahead Energy Auctions Work) providing a strong
price signal for trading on continuous markets which
operate in parallel to the auctions.

Figure 1 How Day Ahead Energy Auctions Work

CONTINUOUSLY TRADED SPOT MARKETS
Continuous markets, unlike blind auctions, provide
visibility of the bids and offers in the market for each
tradeable contract, new bids and offers can be
submitted, amended or cancelled – continuously –
typically for 24 hours a day. Electricity and natural gas
contracts are traded on continuous markets for both
day ahead and intraday delivery. Day ahead OTC
electricity and natural gas contracts are available
for trading through brokers, centrally settled day
ahead and intraday contracts are listed for trading on
exchanges.

Spot markets come in several forms:
►

Spot auctions

►

Continuously traded spot markets

►

Balancing markets and mechanisms

SPOT AUCTIONS
Day ahead auctions account for a significant
proportion of the electricity sold for next day delivery,
intraday auctions of electricity also occur. Participants
in blind auctions must, ahead of closure, submit a

Although electricity day ahead auctions can
account for a significant volume of the commodity
delivered on the day, continuous day ahead and
intraday electricity markets see a significant volume
of transactions and notional volume passing through
them generating additional price signals for delivery of
day ahead and intraday electricity in conjunction with
the out turn of the auctions.
Whilst auctions play a role in spot electricity trading,
natural gas is more typically traded on day ahead
and intraday continuous OTC and cleared markets.
3

Much short term traded natural gas volume for delivery
passes through day ahead continuous markets.
BALANCING MARKETS AND MECHANISMS
Balancing markets (or mechanisms) operate under
the terms of the network code governing the usage
of the electricity and gas network at the point or
region of delivery. Balancing markets are operated by
the Market Operator in conjunction with the System
Operator(s) who manage the physical networks of
‘pipes’ and ‘wires’. Physical networks must be kept in
balance and can suffer from capacity constraints that
limit the flows of commodity from one part to another
part of the network. In principle the total volume of
physical commodity bought and sold in the traded
market should reflect supply and demand and should
be in balance at delivery. However imbalances do
occur and signatories to the balancing code who are
out of balance during the operation of the balancing
mechanism will be cashed out at the prices set by the
balancing mechanism. The balancing mechanisms
therefore seek to price the cost of imbalances in the
underlying networks as accurately as they can, ideally
using market principles. The main factors driving price
formation in the balancing market are imbalances in
traded volumes into or out of the network, to which the
balancing market applies and the bids and offers for
balancing power made by physical asset owners into
the balancing mechanism.

PRICE VOLATILITY
Figure 2 Comparison of Price Distribution compares
the distribution of prices on the same trading day
between the intraday and month ahead contracts.
The price distribution of the 96 separate quarter hourly
contracts has been combined over the day to provide
a daily distribution for comparison with the daily price
distribution for the monthly contract.

Figure 2 Comparison of Price Distribution

3. What differentiates spot
data from forward/future
market data
The differences between continuous spot and
(continuous) forward/future markets can be
characterised by comparing certain metrics, for
instance:
►

Volatility

►

Order to trade ratios

►

Order Lifetime

►

Trading activity (transaction rate)

The following discussion draws on data analysis of both
the German electricity exchange traded intraday (15
minutely) and the exchange and OTC traded month
ahead contracts, for the same one week period. An
explicit assumption is made that the results of the
analysis can be extrapolated to apply to spot markets
and forward/future markets in general.

Figure 3 Intraday Contract Volatilities
Figure 3 Intraday Contract Volatilities shows a scatter
graph of the standard deviation of price of the 96
separate quarterly hourly intraday contracts that have
been combined for the purposes of comparison with
the month ahead contract.
Comparison of daily volatility between the two delivery
dates highlights that energy spot market contracts
experience far greater price volatility at the daily and
individual contract level, somewhere in the order of 1-2
orders of magnitude, than is exhibited by the monthly
contract. This could be interpreted as evidence of
the essentially different role that spot markets play,
compared to the role of forward/future markets.
4

Whereas forward/futures markets are primarily used for
addressing price risk management and for providing
a mechanism for price discovery; spot markets are
driven by the economics of supply and demand in the
immediate term. In spot markets the need to balance
physical positions ahead of gate closure to minimize
the chance of being cashed out in the Balancing
Mechanism is a major driver for trading behaviour. In
the extreme cases, as can be seen in Figure 3 Intraday
Contract Volatilities, even the concept of a market
price for the spot contract can breakdown when the
calculated standard deviation of price is equal to or
even greater than the mean price.

Figure 4 Spot Contract Price Volatility with Time to
Delivery
Figure 4 Spot Contract Price Volatility with Time to
Delivery takes a closer look at how spot contract
volatility develops over time as delivery approaches.
Volatility does not exhibit a constant value but
increases as a best fit inverse power function of time
to delivery, an indication of how trading behaviour
changes as delivery risk crystallises and price becomes
increasingly chaotic.

development over time to end of day for the forward
contract. As demonstrated in Figure 2 Comparison of
the volatility of the forward contract is a fraction of the
spot contract volatility, but interestingly it also exhibits
a decaying exponential trend decreasing throughout
the day’s trading. It appears that price is effectively
becoming better known as the trading day progresses.
In contrast, Figure 4 Spot Contract Price Volatility
with Time to Delivery shows that volatility of the spot
contract varies over time, with a tendency to increase
as delivery, a physical event, approaches. More
generally, other events in the underlying fundamental
market may be expected to have a similar effect
on spot price volatility. So other fundamental market
events, such as generation asset outages or gas
terminal events, are likely to drive spikes in price
volatility of the related spot contract(s).
Spot market price volatility can therefore be
characterised as large, variable and inherently
correlated with events in the fundamental market that
tend to drive volatility, unlike volatility in forwards and
future markets which tend to exhibit more moderate,
stable, predictable daily volatility more reflective of
market sentiment with regard to the contract.
ORDER TO TRADE RATIOS
Table 1 Daily Order to Trade Ratios for Spot and Month
Ahead Contracts shows that the spot contracts on
average received several times as many orders to
every trade in comparison with the forward contract
where a much higher proportion of orders resulted in a
trade.
Note that the effect of iceberg orders and click trading
may have the tendency to depress the ratio for the forward

Figure 5 Month Ahead Contract Price Volatility
with Time to End of Day shows a similar view of the
development over time to end of day for the forward
contract. As demonstrated in Figure 2 Comparison of
the volatility of the forward contract is a fraction of the
spot contract volatility, but interestingly it also exhibits
a decaying exponential trend decreasing throughout
the day’s trading. It appears that price is effectively
becoming better known as the trading day progresses.

Figure 5 Month Ahead Contract Price Volatility with
Time to End of Day
Figure 5 Month Ahead Contract Price Volatility
with Time to End of Day shows a similar view of the

contract.

Table 1 Daily Order to Trade Ratios for Spot and Month
Ahead Contracts
Date		
Day 1		
Day 2		
Day 3		
Day 4		
Day 5		
Day 6		

Spot Contract
8.6 : 1		
11 : 1		
12.5 : 1		
11.8 : 1		
9.1 : 1		
9.1 : 1		

Forward Contract
2.7 : 1
3.2 : 1
3.6 : 1
3.4 : 1
2.8 : 1
N/A

Table 2 Daily Average New Order Cancellation Rates
provides a comparison of cancellation rates between
the two contracts.
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Table 2 Daily Average New Order Cancellation Rates
Date		
Spot Contract Forward Contract
Day 1		86.5%		34.0%
Day 2		89.5%		54.9%
Day 3		88.6%		64.1%
Day 4		88.0%		68.8%
Day 5		89.5%		55.5%
Day 6		87.5%		N/A
This appears to confirm that whilst the spot contract
receives much larger volumes of orders many more
(9 out of every 10) of these orders are likely to be
withdrawn. Conversely, orders for the forward contract
are more rarely withdrawn.
Table 3 Daily Average New Order Modification Rates
compares the daily average number of new orders
that are modified (amended) in the spot and forward
contract. As can be seen the likelihood is that 1
in every 4 or 5 orders for the spot contract will be
modified whereas for the forward contract between
1 in 2 and 4 in 5 orders is modified (albeit that some
individual orders can be modified many more times
whilst others are never modified).

New, Modified and Cancelled over Time to End of Day
show the proportion of new orders for the spot and the
forward contract that are cancelled or modified. In the
case of the spot contract the majority of modifications
represent a bid/order match, i.e. the creation of a
trade which is detected as a modification to the
order(s). What we can conclude for the spot contract
therefore is that around 80-90% of orders are cancelled
and around 10-20% result in at least one trade (partial
fills being possible) and that these proportions remain
fairly constant, whilst the rate of activity (number of
transactions) builds fairly consistently, reaching a
crescendo just before delivery.

Figure 6 Spot Orders New, Modified and Cancelled
Over Time to Delivery

Table 3 Daily Average New Order Modification Rates
Date		
06/01/2020
07/01/2020
08/01/2020
09/01/2020
10/01/2020
11/01/2020

Spot Contract
28.5%		
19.4%		
26.4%		
24.5%		
20.8%		
40.3%		

Forward Contract
82.3%
57.8%
49.3%
46.4%
67.0%
N/A

These ratios are time independent, calculated from
all the orders and trades over the whole of a day, just
as with the analysis of volatility in the previous section,
information about if and how the cancelation and
modification ratios vary during the day may be of
interest in understanding trading behaviour in spot
contracts compared to month ahead contracts. If
we consider that the volatility of the spot contract
varies significantly over a time, then orders might be
expected to have shorter lifetimes during periods
of higher price volatility and longer lifetimes during
period of lower price volatility simply because orders
are either being swiftly matched or withdrawn as the
perception of value, and consequently the price,
changes more rapidly; but is this observed in the data?
Figure 6 Spot Orders New, Modified and Cancelled
Over Time to Delivery and Figure 7 Forward Orders

By contrast activity in the forward contract bumps
along throughout the day, tailing off towards the end
of day. Much the day modifications and cancellations
account for as many, if not more, of the activity, which
may be due to iceberg orders and a higher proportion
of partial fills in the forward market; but the relative
proportion of new/modify/cancel events appears to
vary more over time compared to that for the spot
contract.

Figure 7 Forward Orders New, Modified and Cancelled
over Time to End of Day

ORDER LIFETIME
Figure 8 Daily Average Order Lifetimes compares the
average daily lifetime of orders in the spot and month
ahead contracts and confirms that orders for the spot
contract live much shorter lives, on average, than
orders for the month ahead contract. So it appears
that orders for the spot contract are submitted and
6

either matched or withdrawn whereas the month
ahead contract is submitted and matched or partially
matched. This behaviour appears to be consistent
with the idea that increasing volatility leads to a
higher number of orders being placed for the spot
contract but each order on average experiencing a
much shorter life with a lower likelihood of matching/
modification but a higher likelihood of cancellation
compared to orders for the month ahead contract.

the similar trend in forward contract volatility, this
may be indicative of a firming up of price over the
trading day which, which begins with a period of price
discovery as the market opens around 07:00 before
settling down into more stead business as the morning
progresses.

Figure 10 Forward Cancelled Order Lifetimes to End of
Day

Figure 8 Daily Average Order Lifetimes
Figure 9 Spot Cancelled Order Lifetime Over Time to
Delivery shows that order lifetimes for the spot contract
reduce as delivery approaches. The rate of order
lifetime reduction is a best fit power relationship to time
to delivery. Just as spot contract volatility increases as
a best fit power function of time from delivery, so spot
contract order lifetime reduces as a function of time
from delivery. A seemingly logical correlation appears
to exist: as prices move more rapidly and with greater
deviation from the mean price so orders become
increasingly rapidly outdated and must be withdrawn if
not matched.

Figure 11 Development of Spot Contract Price Volatility
and Average Cancelled Order Lifetime to Delivery
brings together the analysis of volatility and the analysis
of cancelled order lifetime presented previously. Price
volatility rises at a steadily changing rate as an inverse
power function of decreasing time from delivery,
whilst cancelled order lifetime reduces at a steadily
changing rate as a fractional power function of time
from delivery. An anecdotal correlation is apparent
between the two best fit curves, which requires more
analysis to verify, but which feels intuitively correct,
since orders may well be shorter lived if price is
changing more rapidly.

Figure 11 Development of Spot Contract Price Volatility
and Average Cancelled Order Lifetime to Delivery
Figure 9 Spot Cancelled Order Lifetime Over Time to
Delivery
Figure 10 Forward Cancelled Order Lifetimes to End
of Day shows an equivalent analysis of the forward
contract of the day’s trading. The forward contract
exhibits a best fit decaying exponential trend. As with

Figure 12 Development of Forward Contract Price
Volatility and Cancelled Order Lifetime to End of Day
shows the equivalent comparison for the forward
contract. Both price volatility and cancelled order
lifetime appear to decay exponentially as a function
of time to end of day. Once again further analysis is
7

needed to establish the level of correlation, but this too
could be indicative of trading behaviour that settles
down over the trading day, with longer lived orders at
more dispersed prices at the start and price consensus
towards the end with the shortest life to cancellation as
orders are withdrawn as liquidity leaves, effectively the
opposite of the spot market.

Figure 12 Development of Forward Contract Price
Volatility and Cancelled Order Lifetime to End of Day

Figure 14 Heatmap of Spot Contract Trading Activity
Over 24 Hrs

TRADING ACTIVITY (TRANSACTION RATE)
Figure 13 Distribution of Spot Contract Trading Activity
as a Function of Time to Delivery shows how trading
activity is distributed over time as delivery approaches.
Not only does volatility build and order lifetime reduce,
but transaction rate also builds very significantly, so
that most activity occurs at a time of highest volatility,
shortest order lifetime and when, in spite of high
transaction rates, the concept of a mean price is
becoming swamped by dramatic price deviations.

Figure 15 Heatmap of Forward Contract Over 24 Hrs

Figure 13 Distribution of Spot Contract Trading Activity
as a Function of Time to Delivery

Figure 14 Heatmap of Spot Contract Trading Activity
Over 24 Hrs and Figure 15 Heatmap of Forward
Contract Over 24 Hrs shows how the spot contract
is traded continuously 24 hours per day as opposed
to the month ahead contract which trades during
business hours. This, along with the previous insights
which emphasise the rapidity and intensity of how the
spot contract is traded highlights the influence of 24
hour shift and algorithmic trading of the spot contract
as opposed to the month ahead contract.

In contrast Figure 7 shows the comparatively steady
trading activity that occurs in the case of the forward
contract across the trading day.
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4. Trade Monitoring and Spot
Markets
If we extrapolate the analysis of the spot and month
ahead contracts in the previous section and apply
them to spot and forward/futures markets in general,
then it raises interesting questions regarding the
applicability of abuse pattern analysis designed for
forward/futures markets to spot markets.
The following list of abuse patterns are considered of
particular relevance to energy markets and can be
examined in the light of the previous analysis:
►

Off-market pricing

►

Spoofing/Placing orders with no intention of
executing them

►

Layering

►

Marking/Slamming the close

►

Insider trading

►

Wash trades A2A/Improper matched orders/
Painting the tape

►

Wash trades A2B/Improper matched orders/
Painting the tape

►

Pre-arranged trading

►

Market cornering/Abusive squeeze/Trash and
cash/Pump and dump

OFF MARKET PRICING
Off-market Pricing is the practice of arranging a deal
between counterparties with a price that differs from
the market price. A deviation from the market price is
defined:
►

(P-M)/M, where P is the price of the trade and M is
the mean price of the market at that time

An underlying premise of this abuse pattern is that the
mean price is well defined at the time the suspicious
price enters the market, i.e. that price volatility is
stable and known to be some coefficient of variation
during the period of detection. A stable and clearly
defined mean price sets the baseline against which
the price of individual trades and orders can be
judged as being off mean price by some measure at
that time. The previous analysis has highlighted the
fact that this is often not the case for spot markets, at
least at times of peak activity, and that in fact spot

market price volatility varies dramatically and rapidly,
sometimes exceeding the apparent ‘mean’ price;
and tends to exhibit a rising trend in response physical
market events. Application of a static measure of
‘off priceness’ is likely to be insensitive to signals at
certain times, say early in the trading period and
yet over sensitive at other times, such as later in the
trading period as delivery approaches, or simply hard
to apply due to lack of a well-defined mean price. It
would seem that an alternative model would be more
applicable; one which establishes a stable mean price
and volatility and uses a metric which is generally
applicable. If the spot trading period under analysis
could be decomposed into intervals, the duration
of which are as long as possible, the limiting factor
being the value set for the coefficient of variation.
The metric of ‘off-priceness’ could then be defined
as some extreme percentile ranges of the price
distribution in each interval, say the 10th and below
and 90th and above percentile ranges. With a well
defined mean price in each interval, suspicious prices
can be consistently detected in all intervals, since the
percentile ranges can be applied equally to the price
distribution in each interval.
SPOOFING
Spoofing can be defined as follows:

“Submitting [multiple or] large order[s] (…) often
away from the touch on one side of the order
book in order to execute a trade on the other
side of the order book. Once the trade has
taken place, the orders with no intention to be
executed shall be removed” (MAR Annex II,
Section 1, 5. (e)) “Trades, transactions or orders
cancelled include position reversals in a short
period and represent a significant proportion of
the daily volume of transactions” (MAR Annex I,
A (d))
Spoofing focuses on how orders are being used to
signal intent to the market. Central to detection of
suspicious events are:
►

Order lifetime

►

Withdrawal of orders via cancellation

►

Significance of an order i.e. the volumetric
change (new volume or removed volume) as a
percentage of the average market order volume
at the time of the order’s submission

►

The (optional) existence of a counter trade to
capture the value created by the misleading
signal sent to the market by the spoof order
9

Analogous with volatility in Off Market Price, discussed
above, cancelled order lifetime exhibits similar
challenges for algorithmic detection of spoofing
attempts. Using a static value of time to define a
period within which an order cancellation qualifies as
suspicious in spot markets, at least at times of peak
activity, may again be under sensitive at some points
and over sensitive at others causing many false alerts
whilst missing many valid signals in the data. A variation
on the method of time slicing the dataset to establish
subset of data with a well-defined average cancelled
order lifetime, from which any suspiciously shortly
cancelled orders (in some extreme percentile ranges)
can be extracted for further analysis using the other
parameters and perhaps lead to alerts.
LAYERING
Layering is a term used to describe the process of
multiple spoofing attempts over a period to move the
real-time bid/offer spread in the trader’s favour, such
that the trader can take advantage. An example of
this would be if a trader with a short position places a
spoof order to sell a significant volume of a contract
at a price slightly lower than the prevailing ask prices.
This creates the impression that the sell prices are
moving down, and that there is liquidity and volume to
support the move. The order is cancelled before it can
be lifted, and then the process is repeated – creating
successive descending price ‘layers’. In order to take
advantage of the price move created by the spoofing
and/or layering, the trader may place a bid order in
the market to fill their position at an artificially reduced
buy price - the countertrade.
Parameters associated with Layering overlap with
those for Spoofing because Layering is also concerned
with how orders are (mis)used to signal intent to the
market. Layering might be considered more subtle
than Spoofing, eschewing single large volumes in
favour of a series of gentle nudges to the mean price.
Layering indicators therefore comprise:
►

Minimum # of suspicious orders required to
constitute a potential layering event

►

New pricing layer created or supported (rank in
order book)

►

Order lifetime

►

Time between event and execution of
countertrade of the trade to be considered a
potential countertrade

►

Time between event and submission of
counterorder to be considered a potential
counterorder

As with Spoofing, Layering analysis of spot markets may
benefit from time slicing to establish intervals each
with a well-defined average cancelled order lifetime.
Furthermore the number of suspicious orders may
also benefit from modulation in line with rising market
activity. As demonstrated in Figure 13 Distribution of
Spot Contract Trading Activity as a Function of Time to
Delivery the intensity of spot market activity rises rapidly
and crescendos at delivery. A measure for the number
of suspicious orders that scales in response to rate of
trading activity may be necessary as a fixed measure
risks being too insensitive during period of low intensity
trading and over sensitive during periods of increased
intensity.
WASH TRADING
Wash Trading is defined as:

“Transactions undertaken lead to no change
in beneficial interest or market risk or where
beneficial interest or market risk is transferred
between parties who are acting in concert or
collusion” (MAR Annex I, A (c), suppl. MAR Annex
II, Section 1, 3.(a)). This might be associated with
an “unusual repetition of transactions among a
small number of parties” (MAR Annex II, Section 1,
3. (a)(i)).
In general, the abusive behaviour is to carry out trades
which reverse each other (no side gains anything)
to artificially inflate perceived activity in the market.
Therefore, traders enter buy and sell trades with
(nearly) identical prices to artificially increase trading
volume, giving the impression that the contract being
traded is more liquid than it actually is.
The key parameters associated with Wash Trading
analysis are:
►

Number of trades in a wash trading event

►

What is a significant exchanged of volume within
the number of trades

►

Net profitability resulting from those trades

►

Market share represented by those trades

Static metrics for these parameters are equally
applicable to spot and forward markets as they are
unaffected by the behavioural differences discussed
here, with the possible exception of the ‘number of
trades in a wash trading event’. Spot market trading
activity varies dramatically and builds in response
to physical market events, such as delivery, implying
that a static metric for the number of trading events
10

constituting a potentially suspicious event may again
be insensitive at certain points and over sensitive at
other points in the trading period of a spot contract.
A potential modification might be the inclusion of a
dynamic scaling factor that is itself a function of the
level of activity in the detection interval, the duration
of which may be total number of events in the interval.
MARKING/SLAMMING THE CLOSE
Marking and Slamming the Close is defined as:

A single participant’s orders, trades or
transactions “represent a significant proportion of
the daily volume of transactions (...), in particular
when those activities lead to a significant change
in their prices” (MAR Annex I, A (a)). Orders,
trades or transactions “are undertaken at or
around a specific time when reference prices,
settlement prices and valuations are calculated
and lead to price changes which have an effect
on such prices and valuations.”( MAR Annex I, A
(g), suppl. MAR Annex II, Section 1, 5. (d)(i)).
The Marking (increasing the price) and Slamming
(decreasing the settlement price) abuse patterns
concern a market participant placing high volumes
of orders and/or trades at particular times to effect
reference prices, which are set within specific
reference time windows (e.g. market closing price).
The purpose is to increase, or decrease, the product’s
reference price, thus making it appear to be of higher,
or lower, value than it actually is, in order to benefit
from an even larger position in an option, swap, or
other derivative that is cash settled based on that
reference price.
The key parameters associated with Marking/Slamming
the Close detection are:
►

Order percentage in reference window

►

Market share in reference window

►

Market share increase in reference window

►

Price deviation in reference window

Spot markets are commonly used to set index
(commodity reference prices) used in derivative and
physical index trading. Although spot markets do not
typically have reference windows, as forward and
future markets may do, during which prices are taken
as representative of the day’s trading, spot markets
do trade a series of short-term delivery contracts. For
example the spot contract data analysed above
comprises 96 quarter hourly delivery contracts that

span the 24 hours of the trading day. It is therefore
feasible that the price of one, or more, of the contracts
could be artificially inflated or depressed, in an
attempt to profit from a derivatives position held on the
related spot price index.
Since identification of Marking/Slamming the Close is
based on detecting changes in the trading pattern
of a single participant in the ‘reference window’
compared to their behaviour during the rest of the
trading period and in comparison to the rest of the
market in terms of their share of the market activity,
traded volume and any related price deviation, the
concept of the ‘reference window’ could perhaps
be applied to the trading of separate spot contracts
or perhaps the final stages of the trading to individual
contracts as the contract approaches delivery. The
challenge for detection would then be to determine
what would constitute ‘normal’ trading behaviour from
abnormal behaviour given the nature of spot trading
activity as delivery of the contract approaches. Further
consideration and analysis is required to answer this
question.
INSIDER TRADING
Insider Trading abuse analysis seeks to correlate
activity in the traded market with the publication
of events occurring in the physical market. The
announcement that effect the supply/demand
balance can be expected to cause movements in the
traded market as traders seek to mitigate the change
in their fundamental position. Acting in the market
on foreknowledge of such physical market events
is considered as trading on inside knowledge and is
an abuse. As we have seen the trading behaviour
of intraday spot markets is strongly linked to physical
events that occur in the immediate and short term.
The key parameters associated with Insider Trading
detection are:
►

Lead Window Length

►

Min. Volume Change

►

Min. Volume Balance (%)

►

Min. Profit (%)

The application to spot market trading presents no
real challenges. Spot market response to short term
physical events is very apparent and any spike in
activity that precedes the rest of the market would
present an obvious signal. Additional thought should
be given to the application of Insider Trading abuse
pattern detection applied to spot markets, but on
11

initial consideration the current parameters and
metrics would seem to suffice.

5. Conclusions

MARKET CORNERING
Market cornering concerns a market participant
acquiring and then exploiting a dominant position in
a market by reversing the amassed position once the
price has risen in response to restricted supply.

Spot markets and forward/futures markets, to some
extent, serve different purposes. Physical market
events that change the supply/demand balance
contemporaneously with the term of the traded
contract do not affect forward/future markets with the
same immediacy that they do spot markets. Trading
behaviour in spot markets exhibits dynamic and
extreme responses to stresses and strains in the physical
market, due to proximity in time and the risk of being
cashed out in the balancing mechanism. Forward/
futures markets by comparison exhibit a comparatively
dampened response to supply/demand events, simply
because more time exists to adapt, consequently
trading behaviour focuses more on price discovery
encapsulating a broader range of factors and the
mitigation of price risk through the covering of forecast
physical positions minimising exposure to short term
volatility of the spot market.

The key parameters associated with Market Cornering
are:
►

% Market Share

►

Net Volume Rank

►

% Reverse Volume

►

Reversal Window Length

►

% Price Increase

In essence an alert is raised if analysis of the dataset
detects a combination of the following: a threshold
percentage of the volume traded in the market up
to that point, considered to represent a dominant
position, is exceeded; and the position held is one of
the top highest when all participants are ranked in
order of the size of their volumetric positions at the time
of the event; and the amassed position is reversed by
selling back into the market, within a short reversal time
window; and there was a significant rise in the price
that was captured by the reversal of the position. Most
of the parameters are relative rather than absolute
measures, meaning there are no inherent assumptions
within the detection approach regarding the stability
of any particular metric, with the exception of the
Reversal Window Length. Therefore the pattern should
be applicable to spot market trading, so long as the
Reversal Window Length is defined at the granularity at
which spot markets operate, rather than the granularity
at which forward/future markets operate. Analysis
should also be applied to each spot delivery contract
throughout its independent trading period and should
detect potentially rapid, repeating, incremental
attempts to inflate price and capture value as a
result, which might represent a more systematic way
of exploiting the dynamically changing nature of spot
markets.
Once again, more analysis is required and some
adaptation may be required, but there would appear
to be no flawed assumptions that might undermine the
application of the Market Cornering pattern to spot.

Analysis and comparison of data from both the
German electricity exchange traded intraday (15
minutely) and the exchange and OTC traded month
ahead contracts for the same one week period, shows
how the conceptual differences in trading behaviour
between the two contracts can be characterised.
The implicit assumption made is that the results of the
analysis can be extrapolated to apply to spot markets
and forward/future markets in general, at least to a first
approximation. The dynamic nature of spot markets
during the trading period is clearly exhibited by the
price volatility, trade to order ratios, order lifetime and
the sheer volume of trading activity that crescendos in
spot markets ahead of delivery; contrast this with the
stable well behaved price in forward/futures markets
which experiences a gentle firming up over the course
of fairly evenly paced trading activity throughout the
trading day, order to trade ratios which are a fraction
of those seen in spot markets and with order lifetimes
measured on average in hours rather than minutes,
which also settle with price over the day.
It is the essential instability observed in spot markets,
compared to the relative stability typically observed
in forward/futures markets that sets the two apart. In
the light of this observation the credibility of applying
abuse pattern analysis designed for forward/future
markets to detect signs of abuse in spot markets must
be questioned. If quantities like price are well defined,
volatility and order lifetime are steady during the
period of observation and the level of trading activity
is human in scale, then fixed metrics for identifying
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suspicious events is adequate, easily understood and
practical; however, if not then a re-evaluation of how
abuse pattern detection is applied to the dataset is
required.
It should be noted, however, that all markets are in
fact dynamic in nature. Spot markets regularly exhibit
dynamic behaviour, whereas forward/futures markets
exhibit it less frequently. Static analysis typically applied
to forward/futures markets is therefore a reasonable
and practical approximation most of the time,
nonetheless it is as equally prone to breaking down
under extreme circumstances when forward/futures
markets can exhibit the same dynamic nature more
often observed in spot markets.
The main abuse patterns considered relevant to
monitoring in energy markets have been initially
reviewed and some preliminary observations made,
however a deeper analysis of a larger dataset is
required before these can be considered more than
simple conjecture. Indeed a broader debate is called
for within the energy industry, driven by interested
parties who can bring real world experience to bear to
interpret the results of the analysis and challenge the
conclusions of the data scientists.

For more information contact Equias:



support@equias.org



www.equias.org
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